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ABSTRACT

This paper provides a detailed analysis of the intonational form
and function of five boundary pitch movements (BPMs) in Tokyo
Japanese. The perception study describes the linguistic and par-
alinguistic dimensions on which meanings of the BPMs are dis-
tinguished. The production study details how the F0 heights, du-
rations, and (crucially) alignment of the F0 contour with the seg-
ments are all used to define the movement types. We suggest a
quantitative model of F0 contour alignment which uses observed
data to model the entire shape of F0 curves.

1. BACKGROUND

The accentual phrase in Tokyo Japanese is characterized intona-
tionally by an initial rise and subsequent fall (e.g. [3, 9]). In
lexically-accented phrases, the fall is steep (due to the accent)
and declines to the bottom of the speaker's range. In lexically-
unaccented phrases the fall is far more gradual, and does not reach
the bottom. Though the rate of the fall differs, in both accent
types the canonical accentual phrase shape is a rise followed by a
decline to the right phrase edge.

However, there are cases in which the F0 movement at the phrase
edge (here,boundary pitch movement, or ' BPM' ) is not a sim-
ple decline. Often the speaker's pitch can rise at the edge, or rise
and fall again, to convey some type of linguistic or paralinguis-
tic meaning. For example, consider the following sentences con-
taining identical segments, but with different intonations (cued by
punctuation here):

sô na no? asking “Is that true?”
sô na no! insisting “It's true!”

A boundary pitch movement which rises to a high level cues a
question interpretation, while a sharp rise to a mid level gives
the impression that the speaker is insisting. The difference in the
shape and extent of the rise at the phrase edge provides a major
cue to the meaning of the utterance. In this paper we will de-
scribe the intonational form and function of a number of different
boundary pitch movements.

Both spoken language understanding and generation systems can
benefit from a detailed model of boundary pitch movements.
For speech synthesis, this is important for advanced concept-to-
speech systems, in which phrases can be tagged with attributes
such as surprise, disbelief, assertion, emphasis, etc., which ex-
press pragmatic meaning beyond the meaning of words in the
phrase. For text-to-speech synthesis as well, it is crucial to in-
corporate not only simple question rises, but also prominence-
lending rises (occurring at the ends of syntactic units) which help
the listener parse the stream of running speech (see [8]).

Japanese speech synthesis systems differ in the way they treat
boundary pitch movements. This is mainly due to differences in
the intonation models which the systems implement. For exam-
ple, in the superpositional model of Fujisaki [3], both rises shown
in the sentences above are modeled by accent commands (of dif-
ferent amplitudes) which are truncated by the cessation of voicing
at the end of the sentence [1, 2]. In contrast, synthesizers based on
the Japanese ToBI approach [9, 12] use a H% boundary tone as a
target to which the F0 rises at the end of the phrase. The scaling
of the H% height can be determined by parameter settings.

The problem with these two approaches is that neither pays much
attention to the precise timing of the different rises. In Japanese
ToBI synthesizers, tone alignment is specified only to the extent
that tones are phonologically associated with particular syllables
or phrase edges, and are aligned in relation to these locations.
Thus, the timing of the H% rise is the same regardless of the
meaning that the rise cues. In the Fujisaki model, while the timing
of the accent commands can be systematically varied, the shape
of the rise cannot, due to its dependence on the shape of the un-
derlying rectangular accent command.

In this paper, we investigate five different boundary pitch move-
ments in Tokyo Japanese. We start by providing data showing
that the meanings of the BPM are perceptually distinct, then we
describe in detail the F0 shape and alignment characteristics of
each type. We conclude by suggesting a model of F0 contour
alignment which is able to quantitatively describe the shape of the
entire rise, based on the temporal characteristics of the segments
with which the tune is aligned.

2. INTONATIONAL MEANING

2.1. Perception stimuli

This study examines the meaning of five boundary pitch move-
ments, listed below, which we chose to be distinct in both form
and function. This is by no means an exhaustive inventory of BPM
in Tokyo Japanese (see e.g. [5] for a discussion of additional rise
types).

� Incredulity question rise (incredQ)

� Information question rise (infoQ)

� Prominence-lending rise (prom)

� Insisting rise (insist)

� Rise-fall boundary movement (rise-fall)
aka. JToBI HL%. This is commonly observed in conversa-
tion, especially among young speakers.

Figure 1 shows a schematization of the different BPM shapes,
based on casual perceptual observations. A detailed description
of actual shapes is presented in Section 3.2.
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incredQ infoQ prom insist rise-fall

Figure 1: Schematic shapes of BPM types.

The stimuli used in the perception study were phrases consist-
ing of a sequence of an unaccented modifier, accented/unaccented
noun, and case particle, such aschairo-no gorira ni? “to the
brown gorilla?”. There were 5 initially-accented and 5 unac-
cented nouns, and 2 case particles (dative/locative NI and genitive
NO). Each phrase was uttered by a male native speaker of Tokyo
Japanese (second author) using one of the 5 BPMs listed above,
resulting in a total of 100 stimuli.

Stimuli were arranged in 5 blocks of 20 phrases; each block con-
taining all nouns with both particles. BPMs were distributed
across the blocks such that a given phrase did not have the same
intonation pattern within a block, nor did its NI/NO match have
that intonation. Phrases in each block were in pseudo-random
order, with at least 2 phrases separating phrases with the same
BPM, and at least one phrase separating phrases with the same
base noun.

2.2. Semantic scales

Ten native listeners participated in the perception study; all were
unaware of the purpose of the experiment. Subjects were asked to
rate each stimulus on a set of 8 'semantic scales' [4]. The scales
were designed in an attempt to tease apart subtle differences in
meaning among the BPM types. The scales are as follows: The
speaker ...

1: will continue talking. (continue)
2: is insisting the information. (insisting)
3: is simply confirming information. (confirming)
4: cannot believe the information. (disbelief)
5: is emphasizing the phrase itself. (emph–info)
6: is emph. the funct. of the phrase in the discourse. (emph-funct)
7: is explaining the information. (explaining)
8: sounds irritated. (irritated)

Each scale was written in Japanese orthography, along with a se-
quence of 5 dots representing degrees on that scale. Subjects
were instructed to circle the appropriate dot indicating that they
AGREE (1) or DISAGREE (5) with the particular characteriza-
tion of the scale. Fifteen seconds was given for subjects to circle
their response on each of the 8 scales, and a beep followed by a
1-second silent interval preceded each trial. A practice session of
4 trials was also included.

2.3. Perception results

Figure 2 shows mean standardized scores for each of the BPM
types, pooled across all subjects. One-way ANOVAs show main
effects of BPM type for all 8 dependent variables. Post-hoc tests
confirm the following: Therise-fall BPM was judged to cue a
strong sense ofcontinuation, while the incredQwas judged to
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Figure 2: Mean standardized (z) scores for each of the BPM
types, on 8 semantic scales.

end a turn. As expected,insistgave the strongest sense ofinsist-
ing. Bothquestionswere judged highest on theconfirming scale,
while theinsistandrise-fall BPM did not have this sense. Thein-
credQwas the only type to cue a sense ofdisbelief, as expected.
The other types showed negativedisbelief judgments, especially
the insistandrise-fall BPM. These two types were also judged to
be stronglyemphatic (in both types of emphasis), in contrast to
the negative judgments for the other types. In addition, insistand
rise-fall were judged to be stronglyexplanatory, while the other
types (especiallyquestions) were not. And finally, onlyinsist re-
ceived a positive judgment for beingirritating.

Two groups emerge from this: theincredQandinfoQ, andinsist
andrise-fall types pattern similarly. The twoquestionsare distinct
mainly on thedisbelief scale, which is consistent with the name
given to theincredulity questionBPM. The two ' asserting' con-
tours were judged similar to each other, though post-hoc tests in-
dicate thatinsistis moreinsisting, while rise-fall is more likely to
cuecontinuation, sound lessirritating, and (but only marginally)
is moreexplanatory.

From the schematizations in Figure 1,promandinsistseem to be
very similar in form. Results from the perception study indicate
that the two BPM are in fact quite distinct perceptually. Theprom
BPM is far lessinsisting, and not asemphatic or explanatory as
insist is. It is also far lessirritating. We originally hypothesized
that the function ofprom is somehow emphatic; it lends promi-
nence to the phrase whose edge it marks. The twoemphasis
scales were constructed to help elucidate this function. However,
promwas not judgedemphatic on either scale. This can be in-
terpreted two ways: eitherprom is indeed not emphatic (maybe
it serves more of a ' chunking' rather than emphatic function), or
it is possible that the (rather obscure) wording of these semantic
scales was not straightforward enough for the subjects to internal-
ize. Further investigation is necessary before we can interpret this
null effect as a negative effect.



One other similarity is between theprom and infoQ BPMs. On
most scales the two types were judged similarly, butinfoQ was
found to have a strong sense ofconfirming, keeping in line with
the fact that it is a question. It is also important to note also that
prompatterns with all butrise-fall in that it doesn' t cuecontinu-
ation, indicating that this is not a continuation rise, as one might
like to interpret it based on English intonation.

The current perception test examines intonational meaning from
several angles, both linguistic and paralinguistic. Results show
that on a single semantic scale the BPM types examined here may
not be distinct from one another, though when considering all the
attributes simultaneously (as listeners certainly do), the types do
in fact have distinct meanings.

3. INTONATIONAL FORM

3.1. Production data

A production study was conducted in order to document the pre-
cise shape and timing characteristics of the five boundary pitch
movements. Mini-discourses were constructed in which the tar-
get phrases consisted of a noun plus following case particle. The
particles NI, NO, DE, and TO were used as the final target morae,
and the nouns were either lexically-accented (Na'oya/ Na'goya)
or unaccented (Manami/ Mihara). The different boundary rises
on each target phrase were elicited by the previous discourse turn
(speaker A), and were modeled when necessary using an audio
prompt containing entirely different words. Utterances both with
and without a pause following the target phrase were included in
the experiment. In no-pause cases, the target mora was immedi-
ately followed by the mora /wa/ in the next word.

In addition to the 5 BPM types listed above, other types of rises
were included in the production corpus to help identify similari-
ties (or differences). We included the following types:

� Unaccented word (unacc): In a monomoraic unaccented
word (e.g. /to' chi no MI/ “buckeye nut”), the accentual
phrase-initial rise (H-) is realized when the word is empha-
sized.

� Accented particle (part): Compound particle (e.g. /ni' -wa/)
(DAT+TOP).

� Accented word (word): Bimoraic accented word (e.g.
/ni' wa/ as in /na' ya no ni' wa/ “two birds in the barn”.

� Decline to low (low): Represents the canonical shape of an
accentual phrase with no BPM.

The mini-discourses were presented in Japanese orthography, and
were recorded in a sound-attenuated room. Sound files were dig-
itized at 16 KHz (16-bit resolution) on SUN and SGI worksta-
tions, and analyzed using EntropicWaves+software. Eight to ten
repetitions ofeach type were recorded, though some were later
excluded from the analysis due to pitch-tracking errors or disflu-
encies. Labels were placed by a trained phonetician at key points
in the F0 contours and at segmental landmarks.

Three native speakers of Tokyo Japanese participated in this pro-
duction experiment: two females (YO and YO2), and one male
(KM, second author). The two female speakers were recorded

at separate times and did not produce the full set of BPM types.
YO's productions did not include theinfoQandlow types, but in-
cluded all other types (with only the accented preceding noun and
particle NI) in both pause and no-pause conditions. A detailed
analysis of YO's data is presented in [6]. YO2 did not produce
the insist, rise-fall, or word types, and only some pause condi-
tions are available, but her data does include both accented and
unaccented preceding nouns, as well as all case particles. Speaker
KM produced all combinations of nouns, particles, and BPMs.
Since, in general, all three speakers behaved similarly in the types
which they all produced, we expect them to behave the same for
the missing data as well. In this paper, we will draw examples
from speakerYO2's data, and then point out cases where the other
speakers differed from YO2.

3.2. Production results

Contours Figures 3 (pause condition) and 4 (no-pause condi-
tion) show F0 contours of all tokens of each BPM type produced
by YO2. The left column shows contours with a preceding ac-
cented noun, and the right column a preceding unaccented noun.
The lines trace the F0 values of each frame between the start of
the phrase to the end of the particle NI (pause condition) or the
phonological low in the /wa/ after the fall (no-pause condition).
F0 contours of speaker YO's data are given in [6].

The accented phrases display their signature fall before the rise of
the BPM in all panels except thelow (Figure 3, panel 4). In the
unaccented phrases, the rise is gradual throughout the noun, and
continues to rise (though a low pivot point is observable in some
tokens). Contours for YO'sinsisttype bear a striking resemblance
to thepromcontours here, and therise-fall contours have the same
shape as any of the no-pause cases in Figure 4. See [6] for more
details.

F0 heights Figure 5 shows mean F0 values of the accented peak,
low valley, and peak of rise in NI/NO tokens with a preceding
accented noun (DE/TO tokens pattern similarly, though the con-
tours are obscured by segmental perturbations). The figure shows
that the first peak in thequestionBPMs is realized in an expanded
range, whileprompatterns with the other BPM types, including
the canonicallow contour. The F0 falls to a lower point in both
questionsand low contours than it does in the remaining types.
These effects are consistent across speakers. As for the height
of the rise, speaker YO2 rises to a strikingly constant height in
all types (contrary to Figure 1). However, for the other speakers,
thequestionsrise to a higher value than the other BPMs, as Fig-
ure 1 suggests. Rise heights in the unaccented cases (not shown
here) are comparable to the accented ones. However, the preced-
ing peak is lower, due to lack of the lexical accent (and delay of
phrasal H-), and the intervening valley is higher and barely distin-
guishable.

Duration and timing Figure 6 shows the durations of the seg-
ments in the target mora NO, and the time-course of the rise with
respect to these durations (speaker YO2). Data for YO (includ-
ing the insistandrise-fall types) are given in Figure 7. For both
speakers, the onset duration stays relatively constant (unacc is
slightly longer for YO2 andpromis shorter for YO), while it is the
vowel length that significantly differs among the BPM types. Both



YO2.incredQ.NO.acc YO2.incredQ.NO.unacc

YO2.infoQ.NO.acc YO2.infoQ.NO.unacc

YO2.prom_p.NO.acc YO2.prom_p.NO.unacc

YO2.low_p.NO.acc YO2.low_p.NO.unacc

Figure 3: F0 contours for speaker YO2, pause condition. Particle
NO. The solid line marks the onset of the target mora NO, and the
dashed line marks a fixed arbitrary reference F0 height.

YO2.prom_np.NO.acc YO2.prom_np.NO.unacc

YO2.unacc.NO.acc YO2.unacc.NO.unacc

YO2.particle.NO.acc YO2.particle.NO.unacc

Figure 4: F0 contours for speaker YO2, no-pause condition. Par-
ticle NO.
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Figure 5: Mean F0 values of preceding accented peak, low valley,
and peak of rise. YO2, pause and no-pause conditions.
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Figure 7: Mean durations (ms) of /n/ and /i/ (pause condition,
left) and also /wa/ (no-pause condition, right). Speaker YO.

questionsare lengthened;incredQbeing lengthened the most. In
the rise-fall BPM (Figure 7), the vowel is lengthened to an even
greater extent than in thequestions.

The figures also show how the start and end of the rise align with
the segments. In thequestionBPMs, the rise starts within the
vowel, while in the other types it starts soon into the onset. The
rise ends near the end of the vowel in both pause and no-pause
conditions, and even slightly after the vowel offset in YO2'spart
case and YO'swordtypes. The one exception is therise-fallBPM,
in which the end of the rise is well within the lengthened vowel.

Though the timing of the rise start and end differ across BPM
types and pause conditions, there is one striking observation: the
duration of the rise remains constant throughout. That is, with
few exceptions, there is no significant effect of BPM type on the
duration of the rise (and this is consistent across speakers). This
gives the impression that the rise is somehow “anchored” by its
onset at the beginning of the target mora in non-questions, and by
its offset at the end of the mora in questions.

In the analysis of the production data, we have examined the F0
heights, and duration and alignment properties of the BPM types.
There is no doubt that other characteristics, such as voice qual-
ity or formant frequency variations, also play an important role in
cueing the BPM meanings. In fact, we suspect that it is voice
quality that distinguishes theprom from insist rises; while the
F0 shapes and timing relationships are comparable, we observe
a pressed voice quality at the end of the target vowel in theinsist
type. This may be the reason it sounds rather ' flat' at the end,
as schematized in Figure 1. Future work needs to investigate the
contribution of voice quality and other acoustic features in cueing
the pragmatic meaning of BPMs in Japanese. Maekawa pursues
this line of research in [7].

4. Model of F0 contour alignment

The production data of the current study indicate that not only F0
height but also the segment durations and (crucially) the timing
of the F0 contour with respect to these segments is important for
distinguishing the different BPM types.

To implement this in a speech synthesis system, one option would
be to use this data to develop a model of alignment of key F0
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Figure 8: Time-course of F0 rises. YO2, particle NO. Mean time
values at each F0 anchor point. Frames are at 10ms intervals.

events (such as the rise start and end) with respect to the segments,
and propose a linear interpolation between the points [9]. The
problem with this is that the rises are not simply straight lines, but
curves of various shapes, which should nota priori be discarded
as unimportant or artifacts of some smoothing mechanism. The
curve shapes are shown in Figure 8, which plots the normalized
averaged F0 contours for YO2's different BPM types. The figure
shows that the contours in the pause condition vary most, with
theprom rise being convex, and thequestionsconcave. Another
approach to synthesizing these BPMs would be to use the data
given here to determine the start time (and amplitude) of a single
rise shape which begins at that point [1, 2]. Again, the problem
is that the shapes of these curves are not identical in their concav-
ity/convexity.

We suggest an alternate approach to modeling these boundary
pitch movements which involves modeling theentireshape of the
rise, as it occurs in the data. As mentioned above, we do not see a
need toa priori disregard the details of the rise shape, but rather
we choose to quantitatively describe the whole shape, in terms of
how it aligns with the segments. The approach is described briefly
below (see [10, 11] for a more detailed discussion).

4.1. Quantization procedure

We take the onset of the case particle as the starting point of the
BPM (though it is possible that other points may prove more use-
ful). The F0 contour between the onset and the end of the rise
is first normalized with respect to the pitch range, so that the F0
values now range from 0 to 1. It is then sampled at locations cor-
responding to a range of percentages between 0% and 100% of
the maximum height. Thus, the 100% point is the peak location,
and the 50% point is the time point where the F0 curve is half
the maximum height. We call these time pointsanchor points.
Figure 9 gives an example of the sampling (at 5% intervals).
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4.2. Alignment parameter matrix

We propose that each anchor point on the BPM can be described
as a function of the onset and vowel durations. That is, the loca-
tion of a given anchor points depends linearly on these two du-
rations: all else equal, if either the onset or vowel of a particular
BPM type is lengthened, the location of that anchor point will be
shifted to the right to some degree. The relationship between the
anchor point and the onset/vowel durations can be determined us-
ing a multiple regression analysis, in which the regression coeffi-
cients serve to weight the contribution of the onset/vowel lengths.
Using this method, a regression analysis is performed on each
of the n anchor points for a given BPM type, and the ensemble
of resulting regression weights forms what we call analignment
parameter matrix (APM). The APM as a whole characterizes how
the F0 contour is aligned with the segments, for a given BPM type.
Contours with systematically different alignment properties, such
as theincredQ, infoQ, andpromrises described above, will nec-
essarily have different alignment parameters. Therefore, the im-
portant fact that these BPMs are phonologically distinct (different
heights and alignment characteristics lead to different perceived
meanings) is preserved in this quantitative model of F0 contour
alignment.

This approach has been successfully applied to the modeling of
English nuclear accent peaks and boundary rises by van Santen
and Möbius [10]. They showed that the alignment of the peak and
other F0 points of an accent curve depend systematically on the
durations of the onset, rhyme, and remaining portion of the accent
group. Our attempts to apply this method to the current Japanese
data yields poor correlations, mainly due to the small variabil-
ity in the onset/vowel durations (within a single BPM type) in
our database. One way to increase the amount of variability,
while still using sonorant segmental material, is to vary the speech
rate. We hypothesize that the invariant rise duration observed in
the production data will be lengthened or shortened in different
speech rates, and that this variation is systematically related to the
changing durations of the onset and vowel. We are now in the
process of conducting such an experiment.

5. SUMMARY

This paper provides a detailed analysis of the intonational
form and function of five boundary pitch movements in Tokyo
Japanese. The perception study describes the linguistic and par-
alinguistic dimensions on which meanings of the BPMs are dis-
tinguished. The production study details how the F0 heights, du-
rations, and (crucially) alignment of the F0 contour with the seg-
ments are all used to define the movement types. We suggest a
quantitative model of F0 contour alignment which uses observed
data to model the entire shape of the curves.
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